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About This Content

Bombastisch Space Music!

Explore the uber fantastisch soundtrack by Marcin Sonnenberg. 18 tracks that will take you on a journey through the lands of
Lichtspeer, from the Germanic marches of the future to technocumbia vibes. The Music of The Future is Here!

1Das Lichtmarch3:22

2Das King Has Come3:22

3Uber Frost 30004:09

4Pretty Frozen4:41

5Deep Drum Dunes3:54

6Ancient Cart4:22

7The Way Of The Licht4:05

8Workflow2:38

9Disco Express3:52

10Dancespeed2:50
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11Lichtvibrations3:58

12Space, Time & Death3:22

13Duel Of Speers3:33

14Chillin' In Space3:53

15Das Throne1:23

16Let's Go!3:08

17Greenlicht1:15

18This Track Is So Hidden1:40
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lichtspeer soundtrack

This game is awsome if you like card games. Magic the Gathering and this one are both classics. Graphics are a bit old, but the
game itself is still enjoyable. I played it a lot many years ago, and its just good to do it again.

If you have a bad\/weak PC at your office, but still want to spend some time playing, while your boss is not looking, you should
try this. Solitaire is nothing compared to this game.

AI is remarkable. Developers of new games should take this as an example.. Why the hell is this game so cheap? It's not even
finished and I'm addicted as hell? Don't know about the long time motivation yet, but the first impressions are great!.
Personally, I don't think the immense amount of negative reviews are warranted for this game. It was free and I saw that it was a
part of the Deus Ex universe so I thought I might as well give it a shot. If you can download it, I would highly recommend giving
it a shot. I really enjoy it as it has a more arcade-y (?) feel to it than the other deus ex games. Combined with weapon rarities,
abilities, and levels gives this game a feel reminiscent of... the arcade mode from Phantasy Star Universe but with stealth and
first person. It's honestly a refreshing change from the clonal drivel that constitutes most RPG's these days. And yes, there is a
cash component, but I have never needed to buy anything. Additionally, if one hits a wall in progression, one can wait a day and
redo easy levels for the daily reward. I would definitely recommend this free game if you like progression and the Deus Ex
mechanics.. Truly excellent game! Have been playing the Battle Fleet series since day one and each new version is so much
better than the previous one. For all who like turned-based and real time strategy games, Battle Fleet is a must!
Thanks JJ!. I really like the game - just started it today. Action packed and love the characters, lots of personality. They look
great when they get hit. ;) - well done.

If you like fast paste action, w\/out too many controls; basically hack & slash - I would really recommend this game. It has a lot
of energy. I'm having fun going through the dungeons. Like to get far enough to get more characters (heroes.). This game is an
action adventure obviously inspired by Zelda but adds a lot more depth to difficulty and exploring; creating a wonderful unique
game.
The sprite work is a little abouve GB/GBC with way more colours, the music is varied and has a few very earwormy pieces,
dungeon design is challenging and fun, exploring with new abilities is adicting and rewarding.
A must own for fans of the genre that look for more challenge.Edit: Now with even more optional content, bugfixes and
controller support!. Risky Rescue is a game that needs keyboard skills and high concentration. Campaign is quite simple but
endless mode is very challenging. Reaching lvl 200+ is not so easy and needs a lot of patience and a bit of luck ;). DLC for an
already great game. Props to the devs!
ps: bot support would be very nice. This game is a ton of fun, but sadly I CANNOT give this a thumbs up. The one feature that
kills it for me that it never mentions outside of no tutorial is the fact that if you invite someone into your game. Whether it be
friends or just for PVP challenge runs...IF it doesn't register you under a party and the person kills you...it PERMA wipes your
character....THIS is never explained nor said in the game.. So to start off, I am more than certain that I have the authority to say
this game is absolutly awful. In my 7 or so hours of playing I have seen all there is to see, from the god awful "environment
graphics" to the not-invisible-but-still-invisible walls. I even went as far to get all the achievments to see if they made me feel
good about my time spent in the game. And though it was fun for the people that watched me play, it was definitely not fun for
me.

 This game is a painful waste of $12.00 that will give you a little taste of what could have been an great high-speed action game
in the same vain of something like Ace Combat but with fish. Too bad it isn't.

 The game is joke, and if thats all you're looking for then have a blast.

Still not as bad as  Alpha Zylon  though.
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This game is pretty difficult with just two players; we tried to play the same level over and over again in order to impress the
food critic however we never passed. I would like if the developers can fix this issue. Other than that, I doI appreciate how
much better the game has been since initial release; the controls are much better, however I would also like to see more updates
for different foods to make and more restaurants to open and a fix for the food critic.. ABSOLUTE CRAP. Good kid game!. A
cute puzzle game XD. Took me 16 hours to finish the game in its current state. It's a simple challenging game that can be played
casually.

Pro:
_ Original battle concept.
_ Skill points allow you to focus your gameplay matching your style preference.
_ Nice graphics (adapted to the kind of game)

Cons:
_ Lack of monsters and summons variety.
_ Having wrongly skilled your hero is quite unforgiving, it's better to reset the game and start all over.
_ Luck almost always prevails over strategy, which is my biggest negative point. Even with the right skill points allocation, right
strategy, you will not win if you don't have a minimum of luck, which can be seriously frustrating at times.

The biggest changes I would like to see in the future are probably:
_ Possibility to respec the skill points.
_ Reducing the impact of luck in the battle, which currently makes things go very random, and that's just not fun. (Note that I
say reducing, not remove totally). It can be really fun when playing with friends, but really it is only good for local mulitplayer.
It does not have much in terms of content but I would recommend it if you can gather a ton of your friends with controllers and
have a grand old time
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